CORRIGENDUM

This corrigendum is issued to rectify the inadvertent mistakes that occurred in the letter No- VII(REV)4/2013/8568/CT dated 26-03-2013.

The words and phrases "a non-LTU audit team" appearing at para 5 of the said letter may be read as "an LTU audit team".

In the said para the words and phrases "turnover about ₹ 50 CrorE" may be read as "turnover above ₹ 50 crore".

Memo No. 10072/CT dated 24-04-13

Memo No. 10073/CT dated 24-04-13

Memo No. 10074/CT dated 24-04-13

Copy forwarded to the J.C.C.T.s in charge of Ranges for information and necessary action.

Copy forwarded to the Spl C.C.T.(Enforcement)/ Addl. C.C.T.(Vigilance for information and necessary action.

Copy forwarded to the D.C.C.T.s/A.C.C.T.s in charge of Circles for information and necessary action.